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River Warbler
Locustella fluviatilis (Sprinkaansanger)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 14-(16)-20 g
[L. fluviatilis]. Typical view is a 
<5 s glimpse of a half-obscured 
bird in shady thickets. Looks 
plain brown, but note pale 
bars on undertail coverts and 
mottled breast. Unique shape 
diagnostic: flat head, curved 
wing, broad, rounded tail and 
long, bulging undertail coverts.

SEMI-TERRESTRIAL SKULKERS: Secretive non-br. migrants betrayed only by their songs. Prefer tropical 
regions (but extend S after heavy rains). Both frequent low, lush, impenetrable thickets with access to 
the ground (e.g. the shady interior of shrubs enveloped by grass), often but not necessarily near water.

Thrush Nightingale
Luscinia luscinia (Lysternagtegaal)
L:15-17 cm   M: 22-(25)-33 g
[L. luscinia]. Smallish, sombre 
migrant chat. Seldom leaves 
the cover of dense shrubs and 
thickets. If not for famous voice, 
would be almost entirely over-
looked. Dark greyish brown 
above; variably mottled below. 
Note large dark eye and reddish 
tinge to tail.

subtly mottled 
throat and breast 

(variable: darker and 
more extensive on 
some, sometimes  
hard to see at all)

adult 
Pafuri, Lim

adult
Kasane, Bot

sings with bill 
held wide open, 

head back and 
throat vibrating; 

rotates head

looks 'long-
nosed': crown 

flat, bill long 
and slender

indistinct face 
markings

tail broad, 
graduated, 
rounded

brown 
undertail 
coverts with 
whitish tips

long and broad 
primaries give wing 
a unique shape

bulky undertail 
coverts extend far 

down broad tail

bulging 
undertail 
coverts 
(diagnostic 
tapered 
shape)

white edge 
to distinctly 
curved outer 
primary adult

Pretoria, GP

unusually 
long toes

some 
almost 

plain

plain dark olive-
brown above

skulks at base of thickets 
of tangled twigs and 
grass; very difficult to 
see well

prefers to run 
away; flies low  

and noisily with 
tail spread

long, 
broad 
wings

adult
Chobe, Bot

enormous 
dark eye

reddish tinge to tail and 
uppertail coverts (can be 
hard to see in shade)

adult
Pafuri, Lim

song often subdued in 
African wintering range 

but can be remarkably 
powerful just before 

migration

rather 
small & 

blunt

diffusely mottled 
breast (varies)

subtle 
malar 
stripe

plain

not so shy, but 
hesitant to emerge 
from base of thickets

grey-brown

imm. has buff 
tips to coverts 
& tertials, 
revealing 
membership 
of chat family

lower border of 
mottling often forms 

sharp line across breast

immature
Chiredzi, Zim

like many other chats, often 
droops wings and lifts tail 

pale vent, 
sometimes 
with small 
dark bars

reddish

paler, richer, 
less mottled 

individual

FOREST UNDERGROWTH WARBLERS: Shy, partly terrestrial endemics with loud songs. Knysna in 
low, dense tangles along forest streams, in green belts or in shady suburban gardens. Barratt's in dense 
undergrowth at forest edge or scrub and secondary growth along streams, roads, in valleys or on slopes. 

Knysna Warbler
Bradypterus sylvaticus (Knysnaruigtesanger)
L: 14-15 cm c. M: 17-(19)-21 g
[1: B. s. sylvaticus; 2: B. s. pon-
doensis]. Threatened skulker 
with small range from Table 
Mountain to S KZN. Hard to see 
well; almost exclusively tracked 
by piercing song. In poorly lit 
undergrowth looks plain dark 
chocolate-brown. Rather plain 
below. Wings and tail relatively 
short. 

Barratt's Warbler
Bradypterus barratti (Ruigtesanger)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 17-(19)-20 g
[1: B. b. godfreyi; 2: B. b. cath-
kinensis; 3: B. b. barratti; 4: B. 
b. priesti]. Difficult to see while 
creeping mouse-like in dense, 
low scrub but betrays presence 
with loud song and less distinct 
calls. Dark brown with paler 
belly/throat. Throat and breast 
finely but obviously mottled. 
Tail longish.
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juv. barratti
Magoebaskloof, Lim

narrow  
but distinct  

spots/streaks;  
grey background

tail long (longer than 
wing); strongly graduated

ad. priesti
Vumba, Zim

flight weak, 
fluttery, over short 
distances; seldom 

flies, creeping  
away instead

yellow-tinged

short, 
round

grey
hues

tail often worn  
due to terrestrial  
lifestyle

spends much time 
on the ground: may 

run with tail up

ad. cathkinensis
Sani Pass, KZN

ad. barratti
Graskop, MP

not as dark as 
Knysna, but can 

look similar in 
shady thickets

fine 
streaks

streaked

darker

like others on these 
pages, extremely 
secretive and difficult  
to see well; best located  
by loud song

juv. sylvaticus
Wilderness, WC

indistinct 
mottling

tail longish (shorter than 
wing); moderately graduated

ad. pondoensis
Wild Coast, EC

flight weak, 
fluttery, over 

short distances; 
seldom flies

yellow-tinged

short, 
round

brown 
hues

walks slowly with 
hunched back, 
scratching about 
in leaf litter

ad.  sylvaticus
Kirstenbosch, WC

ad.  
sylvaticus
George, WC

whole bird 
looks dark 
chocolate- 

brown

almost 
plain

paler

tail proportionately 
shorter and less 
graduated than 
Barratt's

streaky
in gloomy thickets  
looks mouse-like  
and uniformly dark

 has dark 
loral spot
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